
HYPE Innovation 
App for Jive

Bring innovation management to Jive!

As the leading social business platform, Jive is the central place where employees meet online to collaborate. This diverse 

and spontaneous networking makes Jive a true hotspot for innovation. To tap into this potential and drive more innovati-

on, you need a way to collect and manage the ideas. 

The HYPE App for Jive allows you to do just that, with its best-practice approach for structured innovation campaigns, 

and a focus on delivering results through a staged funnel. HYPE’s process has been proven in hundreds of scenarios  

across industry sectors. With HYPE for Jive you combine the best of social business collaboration, and rigorous innovation 

management.
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Visit us at www.hypeinnovation.com today and learn more about innovation!



HYPE Innovation App for Jive

• The HYPE App looks like just Jive, which removes any access hurdles for employees.

• Ideas are generated through campaigns, which focus on specific topics and themes.

• Ideas are then transferred to HYPE’s back-end tools for processing.

• Evaluation, decision making, and execution upon ideas is conducted using the HYPE platform.

• HYPE then communicates the progress of ideas back to the authors in Jive.

HYPE’s upcoming new release of the App takes this integration even further. The complete innovation workflow is now  
actionable directly within Jive, so campaign sponsors can evaluate and select ideas without having to leave the Jive system.

FICO is using HYPE to enable ideation within their Jive platform:

The intuitive evaluation wizard guides you step by step through the setup 

About HYPE Innovation www.hypeinnovation.com

HYPE Innovation is a global leader in full-lifecycle innovation 
management software. HYPE’s powerful platform allows or-
ganizations to engage thousands of people in idea generation 

and collaborative problem solving. Our client community in-
cludes global companies such as GE, P&G, Bombardier, Nokia, 
Daimler, Airbus, General Mills, and Deutsche Post DHL.

US Headquarters: HYPE Innovation, Inc.  |  485 Massachusetts Avenue  |  Cambridge, MA 02139-4018  |  USA  |  Tel.: 1-855-GET-HYPE
European Headquarters: HYPE Softwaretechnik GmbH  |  Trierer Straße 70-72  |  53115 Bonn  |  Germany  |  Tel. +49-228-2276-0

 “ Jive integrates with HYPE Innovation, giving us the 
one-stop platform we want for our employees, plus 
a powerful back-end to manage the ideas from 
submittal to actuality.”

Candida Rodriguez
Enterprise Community Manager, FICO


